ED adherence to CTAS time goals
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Abstract
Objective: To determine if the Emergency Department of a Canadian tertiary-care university-affiliated
hospital meets the time goals set by the Canadian Emergency Department Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS).
Methods: The medical charts of patients who attended the nonacute area of the Emergency Department of
McGill General Hospital over a 2-week period study were reviewed. Data were collected on date and time
of arrival, time of triage, triage category assigned, and time of physician consultation. The patient waiting
time from triage to consultation was calculated by triage category and compared to the time goals and
fractile response objectives suggested by the CTAS.
Results: A total of 520 patient charts were included in the analysis. The Emergency Department did not
meet the CTAS time goals or fractile response objectives for any of the 5 triage categories. The poorest
performance was associated with triage Level II.
Conclusions: The failure of the Emergency Department to meet the time goals or fractile response
objectives suggested by the CTAS, in addition to the long average waiting time for each triage category,
may indicate a need for the investment of more resources and modifications of current practices in the ED
to improve patient flow or revision of the CTAS recommendations to make them more amenable to today’s
limited health care environment.
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Introduction
The keystone of management of Emergency
Departments (EDs) is good organization of
resources. Efficient triage is important to reduce
delays in ED care and to collate data so that
services can be adjusted to suit patient and
population needs [1]. The concept of prioritizing
patients according to the seriousness of their
condition or injury in order to provide timely and

appropriate treatment evolved in the military
setting and was introduced to EDs in the early
twentieth century [2]. Since then, several sets of
guidelines and scales have been proposed to
assist clinicians in assessing patient acuity [3].
The 1998 Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale
(CTAS) was the first guideline formulated in
Canada for triage of patients presenting to the
ED (Appendix I) [4].
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Table 1. Suggested time goals and fractile response objectives by triage level categories (CTAS)

Triage Level
I

II

III

IV

V

Ideal time to medical care

Immediate

15 min

30 min

60 min

120 min

Fractile response objective

98%

95%

90%

85%

80%

Its main objective was to recommend maximum
justifiable intervals from triage to consultation
with a physician (when investigation and
treatment could be implemented) according to
the triage category (i.e., the perceived acuity and
urgency of the individual patient's condition).
The guidelines stress that these time frames are
only suggested ideals to improve outcome and
not “established care standards” that staff are
obliged to follow [4]. Recognizing that these
goals cannot always be met, the CTAS assigned
fractile
response
objectives
to
each
category/level. For example, though Level II
patients should not wait more than 15 minutes to
see a physician, in about 5% of cases, this
interval is longer. However, this does not imply
that these delays are acceptable [4]. Table 1
shows the recommended time goals and fractile
response objectives for all 5 triage levels.

Methods
Setting
The Montreal General Hospital is one of 5
hospitals comprising the McGill University
Health Centre in Montreal, Quebec. It serves as
an urban tertiary-care and teaching hospital and a
Level I trauma center.1 Approximately 36,000
patients visit its ED annually. At any one time,
the ED is staffed by 3 attending physicians, 2
residents, and 2 medical students. The ED is split
into 4 areas: ambulatory care, evaluation,
resuscitation, and acute care. Triage for patients
who do not require continuous monitoring is
performed in the ambulatory care area.
Patients

Hypotheses

The study group included all consecutive
patients over age 14 years who presented to the
ambulatory care area of the ED of Montreal
General Hospital during a randomly selected 2week period in springtime of 2006. Patients
younger than 14 years were excluded because
they are treated according to the pediatric
guidelines. We also excluded patients who left
the department before being seen by the triage
nurse or a doctor, and patients whose triage
charts were lacking start and finish times or time
of physician consultation.

For triage Levels I, II and III, the Emergency
Department of the Canadian tertiary care
academic hospital always meets the time goals
and fractile response objectives suggested in the
CTAS guidelines.

For purposes of the study, the patient charts were
collected from the ED before their transfer to
medical records, and the following data were
recorded: date and time of patient attendance at
the ED, patient sex and hospital number,

For triage Levels IV and V, the Emergency
Department of the Canadian tertiary care
academic hospital does not always meet the time
goals and fractile response objectives suggested
in the CTAS guidelines.

1
In North America, a level 1 trauma centre is required to
have a certain number of surgeons and anaesthetists on call
twenty four hours a day at the hospital, an education
programme as well as preventive and out reach schemes.
This standing is re-assessed every three years by the
American College of Surgeons [14].

At present, data on ED adherence to suggested
triage times and fractile responses are available
only for the National Triage Scale in Australia
(New South Wales Emergency Department
Information System) [5]. The aim of the present
study was to investigate, for the first time, the
extent to which an ED in a tertiary-care,
university-affiliated hospital in Canada meets the
recommendations of the CTAS.
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Table 2: Rate at which time goals and fractile response objectives recommended by the CTAS were met at the ED of a Canadian
tertiary-care academic hospital

Triage Level
I
II

III

IV

V

Total
Chart missing time seen by physician
(excluded)

37
0

107
17

210
37

123
23

43
4

Left without being seen (excluded)
Number seen within recommended time

0
31

0
11

17
22

22
16

14
11

CTAS fractile response objective

98%
immediate

90% within
30 min

85% within
60 min

80% within
120 min

% of patients seen within recommended time

83.8%

95%
within
15 min
10.3%

10.5%

13.0%

25.6%

Median time from triage to medical care

2.5 min

Patients

duration of triage, triage category assigned, and
time seen by the physician. The charts were then
returned to the ED. To minimize selection bias,
one researcher analysed all the charts and a
second looked at a random selection, and their
findings were compared. The waiting time from
triage to physician consultation was calculated
for each patient and compared to the CTAS
criteria shown in Table 1. For each triage
category level, we calculated the percent of
patients for whom the CTAS goals were met out
of the total patients assigned the same level.
To avoid bias, attending physicians at the ED
were not informed that the study was being
conducted.
Results
During the 2-week study period, 520 patients
underwent triage in the ED. Of these, 146 were
excluded from the analysis because they left
before being seen by a physician (n=53), their
charts were missing data on physician findings
(n=6), triage time (n=4), or time of physician
consultation (n=81), or they were moved to a
different triage level on reassessment before
seeing a physician (n=2).
The results of our analysis are shown in Table 2.
Of the 37 Level I patients, 83.8% were seen
immediately, in accordance with the CTAS
suggestion for this category. As the CTAS does
not define "immediately", for purposes of the
study, we interpreted this notation as within 5

46 min
95 min
180 min
150 min
minutes. The longest wait for medical care
among Level I patients was 40 minutes, which
occurred early on a Saturday morning. The
median waiting time was 2.5 minutes.
For the other triage categories, findings were
poorer. Of the 90 evaluable Level II patients,
only 10.3% were seen by a physician within 15
minutes. The median waiting time was 46
minutes, or one half-hour longer than the
recommended interval. Similarly, 10.3% of the
Level III patients and 13% of the Level IV
patients were seen within the recommended time.
The longest waiting time for Level IV was 9
hours and 45 minutes; indeed 22 Level IV
patients in the original sample left without being
seen by a physician. Only 2 patients in this
category were seen after 15 min. The median
waiting time was 3 hours. Of the Level V
patients, 25.6% were seen within the
recommended 2 hours.
Discussion
The results of the study show that the ED of the
tertiary-care,
university-affiliated
Montreal
General Hospital is not meeting the time goals or
fractile response objectives suggested by the
CTAS for any of the triage levels.
The highest rate of adherence to the guidelines
was noted for Level I. However, the small
number of patients in this group (n=37)
precludes a definitive conclusion, and further
study with more patients is needed.
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The lowest adherence to the CTAS guidelines
was associated with Level II, although this
category is the second most urgent. Level II



Hospital-related: need for transport to
the department, low bed availability.

patients are seen in ambulatory care, and because
of the volume of patients waiting in this area,
they may not be recognized as such by the
physician. In an attempt to eliminate this
problem, triage personnel at Montreal General
Hospital attach a luminous note to the charts of
Level II patients to alert nurses and physicians of
their need for urgent care. In addition, the triage
nursing staff may sometimes inform the
physician that a Level II patient is waiting. The
results of our study imply, however, that these
measures are insufficient for reducing the
waiting time of Level II patients.



Patient/other-related: need to wait for
patient's relatives, need for social
worker
intervention;
need
for
ambulance.

Level III was the busiest of the 5 categories
during the 2-week study period, with 210
patients. Therefore, at any one time in the ED,
there may have been a number of Level III
patients, making it difficult for the physician to
decide who to see first. One potential means of
reducing the congestion is further triage of Level
III patients, immediately after initial triage, by a
physician on duty.
Waiting time was longest for the Level IV
patients, with a median of 3 hours, and only 13%
were seen within the recommended time.
Surprisingly, however, 25.6% of patients in
Level V were seen within the recommended 2
hours. Both the median waiting time (2.5 hours)
and the longest waiting time (9 hours and 8
minutes) for the Level V category were shorter
than those for Level IV. However, considerably
fewer patients were assigned to Level V, and
among the original sample, nearly one-third of
the Level V patients left the department before
consulting with a physician. Furthermore, the
recommended CTAS waiting time for Level V is
twice that for Level IV, so the chances of veering
from the suggested guidelines are lower.
Patient waiting times may also be affected by
factors that are not directly related to triage itself
but which interrupt patient flow through the ED
[7]:



ED-related: administrative problems,
heavy physician load, long laboratory
test times.
ED-Hospital interrelated: need for tests
performed outside the ED, need for
consultation with a hospital specialist.

For example, too few doctors working each shift
can lead to longer waiting times for consultation.
In Montreal General Hospital, although the
physician shift schedule is designed to
complement the departmental activity, in some
cases the addition of a physician may help the
ED to meet demand. Too few consultation rooms
can also slow triage, as may a high number of
patients awaiting speciality consultation,
transport to the radiology department, or
treatment. At the ED of Montreal General
Hospital, patients already seen by a physician but
awaiting
laboratory
results
or
further
consultation with a specialist are sometimes
returned to the waiting room or the corridor to
facilitate patient flow. This may be
understandable for ambulatory patients, but is it
acceptable in terms of both patient care and
dignity for sick, nonambulatory patients who
need privacy and rest? This practice cannot
replace the provision of more radiology services,
more rooms or cubicles to consult with patients,
more beds in the admitting ward.
Another way to lower patient load, and thereby
waiting times, is by incorporating an open-access
primary care facility within the ED. One study
in the Netherlands found that this scheme led to
fewer self-referrals to the ED [12].
Patients categorized to Level III or IV may
require
more
in-depth,
staff-intensive
investigation, which coupled with the often
limited space available, may create a backlog
that prolongs waiting times. We suggest
introducing a "see-and-treat” policy for the
management of Level III and IV patients wherein
those with minor complaints are seen and treated
in order, as they arrive at the ED [9], and only
those believed to have more serious conditions
undergo triage. This method requires the
presence of experienced senior clinicians and
nurses who are able to safely assess, treat, and
discharge patients with minor complaints [9]. In
addition, the staff must be able to continue
functioning when other parts of the ED are busy.
Although not yet thoroughly researched, the see-
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and-treat method has been implemented in a
number of EDs across the UK, significantly
reducing waiting times [10]. This is, of course,

patients were reassessed by the nurses while they
were waiting, and some were moved to another
triage level if deemed necessary. However, at the

only a short-term solution, though it does at least
ensure that patients with minor complaints are
seen promptly. It could even be limited to short
periods during the busiest times of the day [10].
Nevertheless, it should not be used to mask the
underlying problem of long waiting times or
prevent physicians from seeking and correcting
its source [11].

new level, the waiting time was sometimes even
longer.

We should also not overlook the 10.2% of
patients who left the department before
consulting with a doctor. The reasons could not
be determined by the design of the study,
although we assume the finding may have been
at least partly due to the long waiting times [8].
Most of the patients who left before seeing a
physician were categorized to Level V. To
alleviate the problem, short of actually reducing
triage-to-physician consultation times, EDs
could announce estimated waiting times to
reassure patients and lower their expectations
[8]. This recommendation is based on the
concept of disconfirmation proposed in an earlier
study, which suggested that “customer
satisfaction is determined by the magnitude and
direction of the gap between expectations and
perceptions of performance” [8].
It is noteworthy that waiting times are
emphasized in the CTAS because they are
apparently associated with perceived quality of
care and patient satisfaction and may play a role
in improved outcome [4]. Nevertheless, the
waiting time should not be considered the most
important part of care in the ED. Focusing too
much on adherence to time criteria may cause
physicians to “under-triage:” patients; that is, to
assign them to a lower triage category with a
longer “acceptable waiting time” that the ED can
meet. Although the ED may, as a result, appear
more efficient, this practice is unethical and
dangerous and will ultimately lower the quality
of patient care. We did not find any evidence of
under-triage in this study.
There were some cases in which not only did the
ED fail to meet the suggested times of the
CTAS, but the waiting times were exceptionally
and perhaps unacceptably long. For example,
one Level III patient waited over 12 hours to see
a physician, and one Level II patient waited
nearly 4 hours. We found it reassuring that these

At the same time, of course, several Level V
patients, who presented when the department
was quiet, were seen almost immediately.
We detected no effect of either time of day or
day of the week on the length of waiting time. In
some cases, a patient triaged to a lower level was
seen before another patient with a more urgent
problem, even though the two presented at the
same time. This may have been due to human
error (for example, the physician selecting the
chart from the front of the stack without
checking the triage category) or to physician bias
for or against a particular presenting complaint.
To better highlight the problem of waiting time,
and to ensure its proper evaluation, ED staff
should be encouraged to clearly record the times
patients arrive and the times they are seen and to
convert to the 24-hour clock for clarity. (In some
cases, before we confirmed the arrival dates and
times by computer, we mistakenly understood
from the charts that the patient had waited only
minutes when in fact he or she had waited more
than 12 hours.) Furthermore, the use of a
computerized system throughout the ED might
perhaps not totally eliminate human error, but it
would help reduce problems and omissions in
recording patient arrival/consultation times and
make service audits more efficient.
The validity of the results in the present study
could have been strengthened by a longer
monitoring time, which would have led to the
inclusion of more patients, especially in
categories I and V. We retrieved the charts
directly from the ED to ensure that we included
all patients who presented to the ED within the
predefined study period. Had we retrieved them
from the hospital database, patients transferred to
a hospital ward from the ED may still have been
hospitalized at the time of retrieval, and their file
would have been missed.
Conclusion
This present study shows that the ED of a major
Canadian tertiary-care, university-affiliated
medical center is not meeting the triage-tophysician waiting times suggested by the CTAS
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guidelines. This finding may indicate a need for
reorganization of patient emergency services
with investment in additional resources or
revision of the CTAS recommendations in the
context of today’s limited health care
environment. This work should encourage
further such studies in EDs in Canada and
worldwide.
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